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April 6, 2021
Dr. William Craig Scratchley
wcs@sfu.ca
School of Engineering Science
Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, British Columbia, V5A 1S6
RE: ENSC 405W/440 Design Specification for PuckHoover™
Dear Dr. Scratchley,
The following document details the project proposal for the PuckHoover™project for ENSC405W/440.
Our capstone project goal is to create an autonomous device that can efficiently pick up hockey
pucks and stack them in an organized fashion to help save time during hockey games and training
sessions.
The proposal document contains a high-level overview of the PuckHoover™. The proposal will
cover our project scope; outline the projects’ potential risks and benefits; the market for our project
and the current competition; the prototype realistic estimation of cost; potential funding resources;
project planning detailing our major processes and milestones; and the profile biographies of our
team.
ProjectBot Solutions consists of five ambitious engineering students. Being from four different
engineering majors. This includes biomedical, computer, electronics, and systems engineering. This
makes our team highly experienced in both hardware and software, giving us the needed knowledge
to achieve our goals.
Our team would like to thank you in advance for taking the time to review our proposal. If you




























1) Puck approaches ramp
2) Roller picks up puck
3) Puck is collected in basket
Figure 1: Prototype Views
In a hockey practice, multiple pucks would be used by the
hockey team, and some hockey team members will pick up
all the pucks at the end of the training session. Having
repeatedly bend down to pick up all the pucks by hand may
create back injury. Furthermore, team helpers may also
walk onto the rink to collect pucks with normal footwear.
They might be hurt from falling due to slippery surfaces.
To prevent any personnel injury, we create a puck collecting
robot - PuckHoover™.
The PuckHoover™ is a robot that would autonomously roam
around the common areas on ice where hockey pucks would
end up, scan for pucks, diverge to pick them up, and then
store them within the robot. By removing the player’s need
to pick up the hockey pucks themselves, they can maximize
spending their time doing what they intended to do on the
ice, training, practicing, and/or warming up before a game.
The PuckHoover™ is equipped with image processing to lo-
cate and detect the hockey pucks, taking advantage of how
accessible automation has become.
Robotics in sports is currently showing strong growth, and
innovations in this sector will observe an increase. The
PuckHoover™ is a timely innovation that has the capacity to
maximize practice sessions, and offset the cost of dedicated
hockey training programs.
The team at ProjectBot Solutions plans to advertise to
hockey teams and ice rinks locally, to begin with, then
across the country as interest builds from word-of-mouth.
We also hope to gain a partnership with an ice rink such as
Scotia Barn for funding. We are planning to finish working
on our prototype in the next 5 months.
By the end of the second year of production, we anticipate
breaking even, as Canada has the largest number of ice rinks
per country in the world. Hockey is the national winter
sport and ProjectBot Solutions is the only company produc-
ing an automatic puck collector. During the 3rd year, our
organizational structure and marketing plans would change
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With the increased accessibility of technology and automation, it is constantly getting easier
to incorporate these aspects into our everyday life. At ProjectBot Solutions, we are looking to
introduce technology and automation to the tedious task of picking up hockey pucks from the ice.
After hockey teams perform their hockey practices, training sessions, and pregame warm-ups, they
often use one to two pucks per person on the ice, sometimes even more. A full team practice of 23
players would result in upwards of fifty and as a result, these hockey pucks will have to be picked
up after being used. Currently, players have to skate all around the ice to gather the pucks in one
place and pick them up by hand, one puck at a time. Having to always pick up these pucks takes
time away from the player’s training/practice and could be potentially costly if the ice rink is being
rented at this time. This is where our product, the PuckHoover™, comes in to help.
The PuckHoover™ is a robot that will autonomously roam the rink, divert towards any detected
pucks, pick them up off of the surface of the ice, and store them within the robot. The PuckHoover™
uses a computer vision detection system to identify pucks and ignore the lines and marking on the
ice. The PuckHoover™ collects the pucks using a brushed roller to scoop the pucks from the ice to
the puck storage within the robot. Deploying the PuckHoover™ is as easy as turning on the robot
and pressing one button which will set the PuckHoover™ to start roaming the ice for pucks. The
storage for the pucks will be removable so once the pucks are all collected, they can all be taken
out in one container for easier maneuverability.
This document will discuss the scope of the capstone project (The PuckHoover™), the risk
and benefits that the PuckHoover™ provides, the potential market to sell the PuckHoover™ to, the
current relevant competitors for the PuckHoover™, and the cost considerations of the PuckHoover™.
Further details about the Company members and project planning for the past and future tasks
and milestones.
1.1 Scope
The scope of our capstone project is to create the proof of concept and engineering prototype
for the PuckHoover™. The proof of concept will exhibit the fundamental subsystems of the robot
that will be required for collecting pucks. The puck collecting subsystem will be able to lift a puck
off the ice and move it to where the pucks are being stored in the robot. The initial iteration
of the computer vision subsystem will be implemented and it will be able to identify pucks from
images of pucks on the ice. The movement of the proof of concept will be controlled using manual
forward, backward, left, and right commands. To complete the engineering prototype, the sensors
will be added and the logic for the autonomous movement will be implemented utilizing all the
fundamental subsystems.
The PuckHoover™ will be no wider than one meter to fit through the doors at the bench area
of the ice rink and it will be no taller than 120 m to fit inside an ice hockey net. The PuckHoover™
will only be intended to be used on an ice surface and only be intended to pick up hockey pucks.
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1.2 Risks
In terms of risk assessment, our company has foreseen the problems that may occur to the users
of the PuckHoover™. Although there are no immediate life-frightening hazards to the end-users or
designers, some risks need to be mentioned to prevent any personnel harm or damage.
Robot Relocation
Since the robot is designed to operate on a flat surface, the robot must be moved to the ice
surface manually. During the relocation of the robot, the operator would have to lift the robot up,
potentially traveling through stairs or steps. As the robot is being picked up by the operator, the
weight of the robot may injury the operator. Ultimately, the robot would have to reduce the weight
by removing excess weight such as non-crucial structural part and to using lightweight materials.
Physical Hazard
With multiple mechanical components exposing and low height structure of the robot, various
physical hazards may occur to users or personnel in the surrounding. As the uncovered gears of the
driven motors and the gears for rolling brush, hand entanglement or obstructions may be caught
and jammed in between the gears when the shell housing of the robot is not on. Furthermore, the
low height robot may not be visible to personnel who is near the robot, and the robot could become
a tripping hazard.
Parts Failure
There are multiple motors, control modules, electronic components, as well as mechanical com-
ponents equipped onto the PuckHoover™, and all of the parts would have the potential of malfunc-
tion due to wear. Although the robot does not have a redundant system to encounter parts failure,
most of the parts on the robot are easy to repair or to replace. During the repairing of the device,
the operator should be working on a stable surface and should be trained of using shop equipment.
Transform into Metal Structure
As the progress of the project proceeds, we would change the current design from using wood as
the frame of the structure to a metal frame structure. During the transformation, the location or
the dimension of the parts may not fit onto the new chassis, which may create some gaps between
the part and the metal. Users may be accidentally cut by the edge or any sharp bit of the metal
chassis.
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1.3 Benefits
Despite having some risks that may involve our users, the benefits of this product will create
business opportunities for our valuable customers. Furthermore, the research value will also benefit
the people who are interested in investing and developing our technology.
Cutting-Edge Idea
Although autonomous ball collectors are getting more popular, an autonomous hockey puck
collector does not currently exist in the market. Our product will possibly be the first autonomous
puck collecting robot which gives us the edge over other potential future competitors.
Gimmick
Since an autonomous puck collector does not often appear in public, this will be a new product
to introduce to the hockey society. Hockey teams can put sponsors and partners onto the Puck-
Hoover™, which would be able to promote and use our product in hockey games to bring viewers
into this sport.
Research and Development
This product aims to solve everyday tasks by using robotic solutions, and the project itself is
set to spark interest in the engineering community. Moreover, introducing an autonomous robot
driving on ice will be a technology that implemented into society in the future, and this product
will be beneficial for the development of the autonomous robot.
Reduce Manual Labor
With the robot collecting pucks on an ice rink autonomously, users would not be required to
manually gather pucks to a bucket. This would reduce the risk of getting an injury from walking
or skating on ice as well as physically moving the puck storage across the ice.
2 Market
2.1 International and Canadian Markets for Hockey
Hockey is an international sport enjoyed over many countries, with 81 registered members
making up the International Ice Hockey Federation (IIHF). In the home market for PuckHoover™,
hockey is one of the greatest pride and joys as Canada’s national winter sport. Statistically, Canada
has a combined total of 7860 indoor and outdoor ice rinks [1] and 607,951 registered ice hockey
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players in 2019/2020, making up 1.6% of the population [2]; both statistics top the ranks for any
country according to the IIHF. Canada has a minimal shortage of training facilities and development
programs for youth, amateur, and professional hockey players. According to Hockey Canada, there
are over 100 hockey training camps and schools for youth, including programs for children under 7
backed by the national food chain, Tim Horton’s, to encourage an early start to the sport [3].
2.2 Cost Breakdown of Hockey
Hockey is also an expensive sport due to the specialty equipment and protective gear needed
for each player in addition to the cost of dedicated hockey schools. Evaluated by sports equipment
retailer, SportsZone, the average cost for a complete set of new hockey protective gear can cost up
to $1000 per player [4], which is roughly 2-3 times the average cost of sports equipment compared
to other sports. This cost is repeated every time a player outgrows or damages their gear, especially
those starting hockey at a young age and continue their hockey career into playing professionally.
A report by the National Post from 2015 on the cost breakdown of high school collegiate level
specialized hockey training programs can cost up $53,000 a year per player, against a median family
income of $76,550 in Canada [5]. These camps train individuals up to 310 hours give the players
the best chances to be drafted into professional leagues and international teams. In a financially
driven sport such as hockey, every minute counts towards offering the players effective training and
proactive practice sessions.
2.3 Market for Robotics in Sports
Automation in sports has increased at the turn of the decade with the widened appeal of
affordable micro-controllers with basic image processing. It serves as a great asset to any sport for
its ability to optimize tedious tasks to maximize efficient skills development. A market research
conducted by Technavio projected the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of sports equipment
to increase by 37% between 2019-2023 [6]. Of those 37%, the projections anticipate a rapid growth
in Mobile Virtual Players (MVP) to create a controlled way of testing players and create training
exercises that were previously impossible.
Figure 2.1: Study for robotics in sports, conducted by Technavio [6]
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An example of this growth includes a concept produced by an industrial robotics company,
KUKA, in collaboration with the GKS Tychy hockey team in late 2020 [7]. The implementation
involves one of their KR CYBERTECH nano series of 6-axis robot arms, which has the capability
to recreate human motions of grasping a hockey stick and shoot hockey pucks. Using a robotic
arm for such an application can create repeatable and accurate shots to recreate real-life motions
recorded from previously recorded statistics.
Figure 2.2: Hockey puck shooting robotic arm, created by KUKA [7]
Throughout our research, ice hockey remains a relatively untouched area, as it is rare for life-
sized robotics hardware to navigate a slippery surface. This includes KUKA’s implementation,
which is completely stationary currently.
2.4 Competition
The Tennibot is an autonomous robot that can roam a tennis court and collect stray tennis balls
on the ground. Through Kickstarter, the company was able to successfully raise $80,838 against
their campaign goal of $35,000 between 116 backers [8]. Tennibot also has the same intentions as
the PuckHoover™ to eliminate the ”tedious task of picking up balls and waste valuable practice
time”.
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Figure 2.3: Tennibot, an autonomous tennis ball collection system [8]
A simple manual hockey puck collector Canadian invention called the PuckerUp also existed
[9]. It is implemented by a flexible lip at the bottom end of a tube, which can collect the puck in
a vertical queue. This device has the capacity to pick up 25 pucks, and it eliminates the need to
bend over. Unfortunately, there is no recent online presence of the company or sales figures, and
the product is no longer sold.
Figure 2.4: PuckerUp, a manual hockey puck collection system [9]
3 Cost Considerations
3.1 Cost Analysis
Table 3.1 shows a summary of PuckHoover™ prototype cost.
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Category Description Qty Price Subtotal
Frame Wheels 2 $21.00 $42.00
Wood 12 $12.09 $145.08
Wood Screws 2 $9.57 $19.14
Visual System Raspberry Pi Camera Module 1 $12.99 $12.99
12V DC Motor w/Encoder 2 $69.92 $139.84
Control System Motor Control Module 2 $7.00 $13.99
Raspberry Pi with kit 1 $134.99 $134.99
Lead Acid Battery 1 $28.50 $28.50
Power System Battery Charger 1 $29.99 $29.99
DC-DC Step-Down 5 $2.60 $12.99
Stepper Motor 1 $19.00 $19.00
Collecting System Strip Broom and shaft 1 $74.00 $74.00
Basket 1 $3.50 $3.50
1Kg Cyan PLA 1 $36.00 $35.99






Table 3.1: Design Specifications for Chassis Design
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3.2 Funding
ProjectBot Solutions is in its starting phase, therefore finding funding is a fundamental impor-
tance for our project. We are planning to get three main sources of funding through investors,
development funds, and team contributions.
In terms of funding efforts, Tennibot is the closest competitor we found to our product. Their
successful campaign collected $80,838 USD [8], which is an encouraging sign for PuckHoover™ and
its home market of Canada, to seek for external investors.
For funds, we will apply in the summer of 2021 to two. The Engineering Science Student
Endowment Fund (ESSEF) and the Wighton Development Fund.
The ESSEF assigns projects into categories to be ranked according to rating criteria. Our
project would fall under Category B as we have a workable prototype. All team members meet the
required minimum cumulative GPA of 2.00 and the minimum of 9 credit hours of normal graded
courses in the term of the contribution.
The Wighton Development Fund is administrated by Dr. Andrew H. Rawicz and evaluated by
a committee that includes him along with 2-3 randomly chosen SFU professors. The amount of
the fund can be negotiated. Benefiting society projects will have a better chance of getting funded,
and our project meets this requirement as the PuckHoover™ would increase the efficiency of hockey
training sessions and eliminates the need of bending on ice while wearing skates and hockey gears
which might harm the players.
Finally, in the case we cannot get any type of funding, each member will contribute $170 giving
us a total of $850 which is sufficient to cover our prototype costs.
4 Project Planning
The following Gantt charts outline our progress for the first 4 months including the next 4
months for the engineering prototype. The black diamonds indicate project milestones.
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Figure 4.1: Gantt Chart for Semester 1
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TODAY
WEEKS: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Hardware Components
Assembly of Wood Frame
Installation of Drive System
Assembly of Pickup Mechanism
Testing
Control Unit with H-Bridge
Robot Maneuvering and Remote




Control Unit with H-Bridge
Robot Maneuvering and Remote
Puck Detection
Figure 4.2: Gantt Chart for Semester 1 Continued
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Figure 4.3: Gantt Chart for Semester 2






Jeffrey is a fourth-year Computer Engineering student com-
ing off a research coop with SFU working with an RGB-D
sensor used to track movements of the body in a natural
living environment and implementing a skeleton tracking
algorithm to recreate the movements in a virtual reconstruc-
tion of the living environment. This experience with image
sensors and image processing will help in completing the
capstone project. Besides engineering, Jeffrey has interests




As a fourth-year Electronics Engineering student, Tina has
a keen interest in rapid prototyping and microelectronic fab-
rication. She has previously completed a one-year co-op at
Better Way Lighting as an electronic technician. From the
experience, she has applied her electronics and hardware
knowledge for our prototype. Outside of engineering, she




Forbes is a fourth-year Systems Engineering Student with
an interest in the automotive industry, clean transporta-
tion, and robotics. His work experiences include interning
as a manufacturing engineer at Cellcentric (formerly Mer-
cedes Benz Fuel Cell) to develop manufacturing and qual-
ity processes for next generation fuel cell products. In his
free time, he devotes his time as a member of SFU’s FSAE
electric team developing vehicular dynamics and tractive
systems. Forbes will apply his expertise in computer aided
design (CAD) and electronics hardware knowledge.





Hanaa is a fourth-year Biomedical Engineering student. Her
previous coop experiences include working for 8 months as
an electromechanical systems engineer at Arius Technolo-
gies. Hanaa’s experience has expanded her mechanical and





Edwin is a fourth-year Electronics Engineering student.
With his one year internship at Better Way Lighting, Ed-
win gained lots of experience in hardware and circuit design,
which would be useful for the firmware design of this prod-
uct. Outside of academic and work, Edwin has interests in
video gaming, photography, and motorsports.
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6 Conclusion
Hockey is an expensive sport that requires intensive training and dedicated equipment. Every
practice session should be taken to its full advantage to ensure the player receives proper guidance,
develops important tactics, and gains valuable skills. After every training session, it is counter
intuitive for the players and coaches to waste additional energy for clean up. The PuckHoover™
aims to improve the efficiency of team hockey practices by removing the tedious task to move the
pucks manually, with automation, to reduce fatigue.
To achieve this, the PuckHoover™ will use image detection to identify the locations of pucks
and travel to that area to collect the pucks with its lifting mechanism. It will then search for more
pucks to collect, otherwise, it goes to standby mode until it is needed. The design ensures that the
device is robust if a collision occurs, and the drive system is nimble enough to navigate both inside
and outside of a hockey net. The next 4 months will be spent on completing the prototype as soon
as the proof-of-concept is complete.
Even though the PuckHoover™ can cause some potential risks, the developers at ProjectBot
Solutions believe that the benefits that the PuckHoover™ provides will greatly outweigh the po-
tential risks. Canada being one of hockey’s largest markets means that there are many potential
customers that would be willing to purchase the PuckHoover™ and with the lack of integration with
technology in the industry of hockey consumer products, the PuckHoover™ will be able to establish
itself as a cutting-edge product in the industry.
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